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Remote neural monitoring

Troposcatter microwave transmitters sold to Iraq for communication are of the same technical genus as gyrotron resonance maser, a machine that speaks to the brain Operation mode of gyrotron resonance maser: 1. Surrounds the body in an EM flux 2. Beams into the body a microwave communication field 3. Laser reads changes in
electrons after passing through body 4. A computer scan (see CAT scan) spells the frequencies in the brain. This is accomplshed with a PREMA scanner, where PREMA stands for Personal Radio and Electromagnetic Frequency Allocation (PREMA). A PREMA scanner identifies the frequency unique to a person's brain (this frequency is
called Freak). When Freak is determined the mind of the person becomes a controllable link in a cybernetic network. Notes and excerpts from Alex Constantine's book Section Telemetric Mind Control Kindle edition sites 1370 and 1402 cf facebook tweet Electromagnetic harassment by identifying the bio-electrical resonance specific to the
individual and using advanced resonance maser Translation Excerpts from of Lez to his blog: (...) the task of reading and changing the thinking of hundreds or thousands of people under electronic surveillance by the CIA or NSA (or even the police in the most industrialized countries in recent years) using a simple set of antennas or
satellite has become a routine. Although it is necessary to identify the bio-electrical resonance that is specific to the individual, as if it were a fingerprint of the brain. Twenty years ago, an agent had to use a folder and approach about 2 meters from the target to detect the desired resonance frequency. Today, many hospitals provide this
information to the police in the utmost secrecy. Otherwise, a simple modified mobile phone can record this information by placing it near that target. It is also possible to achieve similar results, even without implants or transducers, using a state-of-the-art resonance maser, such as Marconi Thomson-CSF's Troposcatter, designed during
Ronald Reagan's presidency. With this device the size of a gas bottle, placed in a van or a nearby apartment, it is possible to reach the body of a target and penetrate into an electromagnetic flow that transmits coded information (converted from Furrier) of the microwave, while a laser (which acts as a CD) decodes changes of electrons
that transmit coded information (converted from Furrier) of the microwave, while a laser (which acts as a CD) decodes changes of electrons that send le corps en le synchronisant à un CT scan capable de décrypter les fréquences du cerveau. Ce genre de dispositif orwellia fonctionne à base de puissance pulsée. Il a également été utilisé
par les forces d'élite Spensatz au cours des dernières années du régime soviétique. 2017-02-01 Complaint to the FBI of satellite surveillance and remote neural surveillance (RNM) by US Army Veteran (Person with background in communication and encryption) Citing a laser three-dimensional body analyzer/scanning device - patent no
US 5531520 A By Scotty Bumbalough - The complaint is posted as comment on YouTube video by Martin Bott and is copied below.  Approximate publication date by YouTube: 1 year ago (Note that the letter is addressed to the Director of the FBI) I have this equipment in my possession and I have contacted the DOD and fbi and they
have yet to pick it up. If someone from your company would like to pick it up I'm sure you can reverse engineer it and use it for something other than what TASC Inc. uses it for. See my letter below to the FBI and ford. You can contact me for more information about the neuromorphic aspects of these devices. This is not a conspiracy theory
it's a real life situation and the public needs to know. Please review my letter to the FBI and DOD about a current active shooter campaign conducted by DOD contractor TASC Inc. It's also how the Aaron Alexis Washington Navy Yard shooter was driven to commit his crimes. See letter: Important information about active shooter campaign
using satellite technology and nanotechnology is currently taking place. See my letter to the ford and FBI Tampa Field office below. Department of Defense contractor TASC Inc. (parent company Engility Inc.) is currently using GeoSpatial Intelligence equipment with Satellite operated Nanotechnology for terrorist threats and illegal 24 hour
surveillance in Orlando Florida on my business and private residence. I would like to draw their attention to this and have someone from the FBI or ford pick up this equipment that is in my possession. I am reporting a serious abuse of nanotechnology and this is a copy of my letter to DOD from August about this Geospatial monitoring
nanotechnology being abused on me since March 2015. I am currently under satellite surveillance by TASC Inc., this was started by TASC Inc. employee Michael Harrar (Top Secret Security Clearance) in October when he brought the device to Orlando while visiting his daughter (he is the father of my former girlfriend Veronica Kline). He
stayed at The Castle Hotel on International Drive and left the piece in Orlando for surveillance purposes at the time. The monitoring takes place at my home address at 1650 N. Mills Ave #160 Orlando, Florida 32803 - coordinates 28 ° 34 '031 N / 81 ° 21 ' 933 W. Satellite monitoring is still active 24 hours a day and at the same coordinates
and can be easily detected and tracked. Three methods of detection are: 1. Satellite signal detection/signal used is an X-band pulse signal. 2. Electromagnetic field detection used in combination with nanotechnology and can be measured anywhere I am. MircoTESLA devices range from 12,000 to 75,000 microTESLA devices. 3.
Frequency detection, rapid frequency fluctuations used to avoid detection range are from 20 to 20,000 Hz for inner ear harassment/communication. I am a U.S. Army Veteran with a background in communication and encryption who helped me discover and find these devices. This monitoring is in the form of a satellite powered X-band
pulse frequency and a Nano Drone Technology Program. I have contacted the FBI by phone and online complaint forms, the CIA, federal judges, TASC Inc. and several other agencies. My lawyer has called TASC Inc. and the secretary stated that Michael Harrar no longer works there, he left in March as part of a cover up for the
surveillance campaign that is still taking place. We have also contacted Anthony Smeraglinolo, CEO of TASC Inc. by phone and U.S. email without reply. This torture/harassment and interrogation style monitoring continues day in and day out 24 hours a day with inner ear pulse communication and daily death threats. This method of
transmitted threats and interrogation style processing is the same as used in Guantanamo Bay Cuba, same equipment and the same operators. Here is a complete description of the equipment and the method used. 2mm ball – this ball is omni-directional and remotely controlled via satellite. I have established that the satellite system used
may be C4ISR. Light bending technology - Enables the nano drone with a cloaking effect and makes the sphere unrecognizable, or what the non-scientific mind would call invisible. It can only be felt with the naked eye if it is a trained eye. Nano Camera - This camera is equipped for surveillance purposes that sends real time back to TASC
Inc. Geospatial operators. Electromagnetic wave field – Nano Drones mark a target for focused satellite-generated electromagnetic wave fields. Nano drones send pulses for communication purposes or inner ear harassment. These devices can be put together in multiples and work together to create a more intense and focused wave of
harassment and or sleep deprivation. The electromagnetic field can also create a field like an MRI scan for Geospatial data &amp; intelligence collection from the human mind and body. That's exactly what's being used in Guantanamo Bay Cuba for interrogations. Three-dimensional body data analyzer – This equipment is used for body
scans in a three-dimensional format, including scans of the human brain. The possibilities of this specific paragraph the technology has much larger capabilities that include full readings of vital signs and real-time information about brain activity. Patent number US 5531520 A - TASC Inc. Frequency Range - Using a satellite X band this
company uses continuous wave and pulsating wave frequencies. The method used is: the left ear and right ear have two different frequencies. In the left ear the range of heart rate there are words/phrases designed to interrupt normal brain activity. The right ear has words and phrases that are a level that can only be detected with
earplugs at a much lower frequency level. The technique used is most often with the bottom tone mention something just on audible level and then the left ear has another message at a higher frequency that is much more distinguishable. Neuromorphic Engineering/Computing – I can give a full description of how TASC Inc. uses
Neuromorphic computing, which is used in tandem with these devices and their satellite when the devices are picked up. I can give a full explanation of the method used to extract metadata from individuals via satellite and how it is being used on U.S. soil outside the parameters of its purpose. * This is the exact activity reported by Aaron
Alexis prior to his Washington Navy Yard shooting. His heinous crimes were committed at his former workplace, Washington Navy Yard Bldg. 197. TASC Inc. was also one of the contractors in the building. I suspect that this nanotechnology was used to harass him to drive him to commit crimes. It is my assumption that they can use this
technology to create domestic terror events for profit. Engility Inc. was also ordered by the courts to pay out over $5 million for mistreatment of prisoners at Abu Ghraib in January 2013, the company has a history of hiring unethical intelligence personnel, in this case they have used the equipment as a personal benefit to Michael Harrar to
harass me and try to cause me financial and personal harm. The operators on their Geospatial Nano Drone and Neuromorphic computing program are nothing more than loose guns/Domestic terrorists with Top Secret Security clearances. I have information and evidence (written, recorded and evidence, including MRI evidence) to bring
this corrupt DOD contractor to justice for using this equipment on private citizens on U.S. soil. I'd like to have this active satellite signal confirmed and have the devices picked up. You have my full permission to investigate this matter, including conducting monitoring and measurement of signals and EMF fields everywhere I am. Here is my
address and coordinates to check and pick up the devices: Orlando FL 32803 - 28 ° 34 '031 N / 81° 21 ' 933 W Patent US5531520 for matching of laser detection of human body to an anatomical image alleged use in Satellite Monitoring and Remote Neural Neural (RNM) of individuals Note: A surgeon who wants to remove a brain tumor
visualizes its position on the screen (eg MRI) but cannot determine the point of the scalp where he should intervene (unless for example there is a reference frame as a ruler attached to the head, which lights up during the medical imaging). This is solved by a technique that will produce the outline of the head, such as laser scanning of
the skin surface and overlay it on the MRI image. This patent describes this overlay process. The same process is supposedly used in satellite monitoring and Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) by individuals. In the absence of recorded anatomical data (MRI or CT) an algorithm of 3D reconstruction can provide correspondence to the
anatomical image.* Procedure: The skin surface (of the patient) is scanned with laser to obtain three-dimensional (3D) surface image data.** 3D surface image is attached to a 3D anatomy image, corresponding to pre-recorded magnetic resonance imaging data (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) data for the patient. (Note that a CT
scan is a 3D X-ray scan.) Surface image data and anatomy image data are combined to produce a matching image data set where the first coordinate frame is relatively aligned with that second coordinate frame. A real-time image of the patient's body (or predetermined part of the body) is generated in relation to a third coordinate frame.
An output image is produced that corresponds to a combination of matching image data sets and real-time image. *This is typically done by training an intensity class on a user selected set of tissue samples where the operator uses anatomy knowledge to identify the tissue type. This 3D anatomical reconstruction is called the model (...).
** Surface scanning device consists of a device to luminous and read a sequence of laser lines across the skin surface of the predetermined part of the patient's body. Extract: The system [100] obtains three-dimensional image data from the patient's skin surface, using a 3D laser scanning unit [106] that includes both a laser stripe unit
[108] and a laser camera [110]. Exemplary device for performing laser striping is described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,498,778 and 4,628,469, incorporated herein by reference. In essence, the system uses a plane of laser light and a video camera to achieve three dimensional measurements of the patient's skin, and uses the structured light
method to achieve the desired measurements. This method is based on the most important triangulation for measurement. The laser scanning device used [106] can be replaced by one of a number of 3D scanners on the surface. There are many other conventional methods, laser radar and moiré fringe analysis that could be used in the
system [100]. Other non-contact sensor types, including ultrasound or radar, are possible, as is a wide range of contact (probing) types of units of measurement. All that is required is the diversion of a small number of precise skin surface 3D points. @infobook tweet Excerpt from this link. Every human being emits his own bioelectric
magnetic resounding frequency, which corresponds to their biometric ID. A fingerprint, if you like, that identifies and distinguishes each one. (...) Almost like a unique radio frequency that they can tune in to. Electromagnetic frequencies and extra low frequencies are sent to the brain from these satellite systems to trigger what is called an
induced potential in the targeted person's brain. An electrical and magnetic reaction in the human mind that creates an increase in brainwave activity and an interference wave pattern compared to the transmitted EMF and ELF from the satellite system that can be mapped and deciphered. Electromagnetic signals of different frequencies
are simultaneously transmitted to the brain of the subject, where the signals interfere with each other to give a waveform modulated by the subject's brain waves. @infobook tweet Remote Neural Monitoring - The Complete (ish) History Link
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